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Program Milestones
2004-2014
▸ Previous planning efforts
2019
▸ Planning work reinitiated by IBR program, building on previous efforts
2020
▸ Community Advisory Group, Equity Advisory Group & Executive Steering Group launched
▸ Initial Conceptual Finance Plan
2021
▸ Reconfirmed Purpose & Need, Vision & Values through community engagement
▸ Climate and Equity identified as community priorities
▸ Design options and screening criteria developed; community input solicited
▸ IBR program recommends Modified Locally Preferred Alternative  (LPA)
2022
▸ Modified LPA endorsed by local agency partners and Executive Steering Group
▸ Supplemental environmental review process begins as required by NEPA
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Equity and Climate are Key Priorities
▸Maximize benefits and minimize 

burdens for equity-priority 
communities

▸Center equity-priority community 
engagement and feedback 

▸Support state climate goals of 
reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions and air quality 
improvements

▸ Improve infrastructure resilience to 
future climate disruptions
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Equity Advisory Group
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Community Engagement
▸ Engagement Methods

− Open houses + community briefings
− Virtual public meetings
− Fairs & Festivals
− Surveys
− Listening sessions
− Community working groups
− Ongoing community presentations

▸ Outreach + Notification
− 100,000 postcards mailed to zip codes within program area
− Monthly e-newsletter reaches 6,000+ subscribers
− Digital, print, and radio advertisements in multiple languages
− Media outreach 
− Social media
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Freight Community Engagement
▸Community Advisory Group
▸Hayden Island/Marine Drive Community Working Group
▸Freight Movement Listening Session

− May 27, 2021: 46 participants shared their concerns (summary on website)
▸Freight Leadership Meetings (hosted in partnership with the Ports of 

Portland and Vancouver)
− Nov. 19, 2021: Gathered insight from 22 participants on how to engage with the broader 

freight community and incorporate freight interests as the program reaches a Modified LPA
− March 8, 2022: 23 participants shared their feedback on design options and operational 

considerations from a freight perspective
▸Navigation Impact Report

− A recently completed river user survey identified impacts to navigation based on a 
proposed fixed bridge height of 116 feet

▸Community Presentations
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How is the IBR Program Prioritizing Freight?
▸Process:

− Purpose and Need identifies impaired freight movement as an issue to be addressed
− Design options were evaluated using freight-specific measures

▸Outcomes:
− Mainline profile limited to 4%
− Auxiliary lane between Mill Plain and Marine Dr.
− Interchanges conceptually designed for improved capacity and wind blade transport, 

and ramp profiles minimized where practical
− Eliminate bridge lifts

▸Continued Engagement:
− The program is coordinating closely with the Ports to identify opportunities
− The federal environmental review process includes opportunities for feedback and 

public comment
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IBR Modified LPA: River Crossing
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Other Assumptions in the Modified LPA
▸Seismically sound replacement bridge

▸Three through lanes northbound and southbound

▸Replacement of the North Portland Harbor Bridge

▸Prioritize a comprehensive transit network

▸Additional interchange improvements within the program corridor

▸Safe and comfortable active transportation

▸Assumption that Variable Rate Tolling will be used for funding and to help 
manage congestion
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Modified LPA Endorsement Process

▸June – July 2022
− All eight program partners endorsed the Modified LPA
− Executive Steering Group unanimously endorsed the Modified LPA
− Bi-State Legislative Committee acknowledged moving into the environmental 

review process

▸The Modified LPA is not the final design, it identifies key elements 
to study in the Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement
− The SDEIS evaluates the benefits and impacts of the Modified LPA with public 

review and comment
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Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 
▸Supplements (or builds on) 

past NEPA documents and 
decisions

▸Focuses analysis on 
components that have 
changed since prior 
planning efforts
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Supplemental Draft EIS
▸Evaluates two alternatives

− Updated No Build Alternative
− Modified LPA

▸Design is conceptual (~5%)
− General alignments and locations of 

transportation facilities
▸Impacts and benefits

− Mix of quantitative and qualitative 
analysis

▸Mitigation
− Proposed measures to address 

unavoidable adverse impacts where 
possible
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Supplemental Draft EIS Comment Period
▸Supplemental Draft EIS will be published and 

posted to the IBR program website
▸Public comment period – Summer 2023
▸Multiple forums to submit comments, including but 

not limited to:
− Online comment forms
− Emails and letters to IBR program
− Comment forms and oral testimony at public hearing

▸Comments must be submitted in written form or 
oral testimony in order to be included in the public 
comment record 
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Your voice is 
important –
we want to 
hear from 

you!
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How Does the Supplemental Final EIS Differ 
From the Draft?

▸Supplemental Final EIS
− Consider all comments submitted during the Supplemental Draft EIS 

comment period
− Refine the Modified LPA in response to public comments and other design 

considerations
− Update, correct, and augment the environmental impact and benefit  

analysis
− Include additional regulatory compliance activities and findings 
− Commit to specific mitigation

▸Record of Decision issued by the lead federal agencies and 
documents the alternative that is selected to advance to further 
design and apply for permits

▸A Combined Supplemental Final EIS and Record of Decision is 
planned – Summer 2024
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NEPA and Other Regulatory Milestones
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▸Supplemental Draft EIS: Summer 2023
▸Public Comment Period: Summer 2023
▸Combined Supplemental Final EIS and ROD: Summer 2024
▸National Historic Preservation Act

− Section 106 Programmatic Agreement and Mitigation Plan: Early 2024
▸Endangered Species Act

− Section 7 Biological Opinion: Mid 2024
▸U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

− Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit: Late 2025/Early 2026
− Rivers and Harbors Act Section 408 Navigation Chanel/Levee Alterations: Late 2025/Early 

2026
▸U.S. Coast Guard

− Rivers and Harbors Act Section 9 Bridge Permits: Late 2025/Early 2026
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Program Update: U.S. Coast Guard Navigation 
Clearance Permit Process
▸A preliminary navigation clearance determination is one of 

many steps in the process to identify the final bridge height
− The IBR program is proposing a maximum height of 116 feet, the existing 

bridge has a maximum clearance of 178 feet

▸IBR will continue coordinating with the Coast Guard to identify 
a solution that best accommodates river navigation while 
balancing the needs of other modes, including freight, 
automobile, bicyclists, pedestrians, transit, and aviation
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Cost + Finance Plan Assumptions
▸An initial update to cost and funding estimates is expected in late 

2022
▸Equal state share/contribution
▸Toll revenues

− IBR tolling will be implemented in a bi-state environment
− Toll revenue collected on the facility will be dedicated to the Interstate 

Bridge
▸The IBR program has already begun applying for federal grants 

and will continue to explore opportunities to maximize federal 
funding
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Program Schedule
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www.interstatebridge.org

Thank you!

For more information contact:

info@interstatebridge.org
360-859-0494 or 503-897-9218
888-503-6735
https://www.interstatebridge.org

Follow us on social: @IBRprogram

https://www.interstatebridge.org/

